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It is the purpose of this study to build exercises for
auditory and visual discrimination that will give the pupils
in the Intermediate grades power to analyze words accurately
and meaningfully and to give them specific training working
with prefixes, suffixes and word forms.
Many of the leading authorities in reading feel that not
enough emphasis has been placed on word analysis in the inter-
mediate grades and that it certainly should be a vital part of
the reading program.
Bond and Bond^ who discussed word analysis in their book
Teaching the Child to Read
,
feel that in_^bility to master
certain definite techniques gives the child on the Intermediate
grade level the same difficulties as the child on the primary
level and he will have marked shortages in his methods of
attack.
Under such circumstances the teacher should give direct
instruction toward overcoming these shortages. For it is not
uncommon to find a youngster in the upper grades, employing
very Immature techniques, such as resorting to spelling attack
or piece meal observation, when he should recognize the word as
being made up of two or three usable elements.
1. Bond, Guy L. and Eva, Teaching the Child to Read .
MacMillian Co., New York, 1943, P. 318-319.
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2Graj^ states in his, Cn Their Own in Reading , "In 1940
strong pressure from parents and teachers alike reawakened
educational consciousness to the importance of word perception
as a factor in leaning to read. Along v/ith this resurgence of
interest in word perception there came an increasing public
demand for greater attention to the development of word-attack
skills Including the phonetic analysis of words.”
Gray feels that, ”Skill in phonetic analysis is essential
for independence in identifying new printed words, but this
skill should be based on fundamental letter symbols function
in our lan^’uage ; and these understandings should develop as
generalizations based on the child’s experience with words.
Words which he learns visually as meaningful wholes, rather
than mechanically as a series of letter sounds.”
Gray^ feels however that no one method of word perception
is adequate and that, ”The child needs to know how to use
various methods if he is to achieve independence in reading.”
1. Gray, William S.
,
On Their Own in Reading:
.
Scott Poresman and Company, New York, 1948, P. 27
2. I bid F. 32
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3Although Smith’s^ comments refer to first grade, they also
can he applied to any program on word analysis. She says,
"That one of the first steps of any type of perceptual learning
is that of discrimination between sensations. One of the basic
elements in gaining a perception of a new word is that of ob-
taining a clear cut visual impression of this particular word
as being distinctive from other words. General ability in word
recognition can not progress very far until pupils have de-
veloped the particular ability of making visual discrimination
at least to the extent of being able to match word forms,"
o
Payne also bears out Smith’s statement, and comes to the
conclusion from her study using quick flash device that "The
process by which a good reader in Grade 4 learns a new word may
not differ necessarily from the process by which a beginner in
Grade 1 learns it. The good reader has the advantages of con-
fidence arriving from past success and of some familiarity with
certain elements of the word. There appears to be no psycho-
1, Smith, Nila B, "Matching Ability as a Factor in First Grade",
Reading Journal of Educational Psychology , Vol, 28, P, 560-
671, Nov, 1928,
2, Payne, Cassle Spencer, "The Deriatlon of Tentative Norms for
Short Exposures in Reading," Harvard Monograph in Education
No, 10 Hary. Un*. Press,, Chicago 1930.
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4logical reason why any child of average intelligence can not bd
given this same confidence and familiarity with words and their
elements by adequate training.”
McKee ^ feels that, ”In his attempt to analyze words, the
child must develop the habit of attacking those words attent-
ively and vigorously. Some pupils fall to Identify many v;ords
adequately because of their observation of the forms and the
surrounding context is passive, apathetic, and lackadaisical,
carried on without essential mental alertness and drive. Such
feeble identification of course makes it impossible for those
pupils -to recognize the same words subsequently with sufficient
ease and speed to permit rapid and satisfying reading.” To do
hhis, McKee suggests:
a. ”Help the pupils to identify the words thoroughly
Particular attention must be paid to associating
the correct sound.
b. Provide pupil with a lot of material in which
v/ords are repeated frequently.
c. Have pupils compare closely the forms of words
which he confuses, so that he becomes aware of
the distinguishing differences betv/een forms.
d. Use the chosen words, a few at a time, in
special exercises.”
1. McKee, Paul, The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary
School
,
Houghton Mifflin C., New York 1948. P. 253-401.

5Durrell says, "There are many levels and t3rpes of word
analysis and different methods of approach In teaching skills
Involved."
"A complete program would Include ear training to give the
child skill In attending to the auditory elements of words,
visual training for recognition of the visual elements that
accompany word sounds, and above all, provision for Independent
(
use of the skills. After any exercise designed to teach the
child the recognition of word elements, lessons should be
provided for applying the skill In the Independent solution of
new words. In testing whether a child has acquired an adequate
knowledge of any word element. It Is essential to discover
whether or not he can actually use it in solving a word.
For practice In word analysis no word should be Included
unless it Is already in the child’s hearing and speaking vocab-
ulary.
Since word analysis exercises are designed primarily to
call attention to word structure rather than to word meanings.
It is important that there be a separate period for this work."
2
Betts states that, "Word mastery involves the analysis of
word forms and acquiring knowledge of word meanings. The
^
learner should have enough skill in word analysis to make rapid
visual discrimination."
1. Durrell, Donald D., Improvement of Basic Reading Ability
World Book Co., Yonkers on the Hudson, N.Y., 1940, P.198-200
2. Betts, E.A. The Prevention and Correction of Reading
Difficulties
. .
New York: Rowe Peterson & Co., 1936, P. 200
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6Harris^ maintains that, '*The main requirement in teaching
an adequate method of attack on long v/ords is emphasis on a
systematic procedure of dividing a long word into recognizable
groups of letters, and combining them, in left to right order
to get the whole and look for letter groups that seem to him to
form natural units. Pupils should be encouraged to look for
words within words."
Dolch also states that, "All training in v/ord recognition
must lead to the habit of visual analysis of words or careful
looking for prominent letters. Children can soon learn that
when a word is not at once familiar they should 'look it over"
carefully. There is no danger that this habit will slow up
reading too much since it is a habit of analysis when the word
is not recognized. When it is recognized there will be little
analysis.
"
Petts^ agrees that "Visual analysis of word forms to
Identify pronunciation and to estimate meanings is strengthened
by a study of the structure of words."
1, Harris, Albert, J, How to Increase Reading Ability
,
Longman
Green & Co., Inc., 1945, P. 260.
2, Dolch, S, W.
,
The Psychology and Teaching of Reading
.
Boston
Ginn & Co., 1931, P. 108-09.
3, Betts, 'Emmett, A, Foundation of Reading Instruction
,
American Book Co., Boston, 1946, P, 645.

Betts states that he would limit structural analysis at
this level to these considerations: "compound words, prefixes,
suffixes, word parts, and the general problem of syllabication
and accent. It is assumed that the recognition of the above is
an effective means of word recognition.”
Gray^ says, "that a prefix or suffix may also be a meaning
unit. Words tbiat are formed by adding prefixes and suffixes ar
called derivatives," Gray feels that proper structural analysi
should enable him to attack independently, derivatives,"
"Structural analysis includes also, the Identification of
two known words within a compound word. As soon as the young
reader recognizes two words that he knows in the new word,
schoolhouse, playground etc., he has analyzed the structure of
the word - and should have no trouble associating meaning with
it.
Gray also states that, "V/here one part of a compound word
is not known to the child, he may depend on structural analysis
to aid in his attack on the compound word. The child will
recognize one part of the word and then use phonetic analysis
to attack the part he does not know,"
1, Gray, William S,
,
On Their Ov/n in Reading . Scott Foresman
& Co., New York, 1948, Pg. 78-79-80-81.
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8Looking back, says Gray, ’'we see then that skill in
structural analysis is essential for successful word attack,
particularly with Inflected, derived, and compound forms of
known words, and unknown root words of more than one syllable.
Structural analysis is primarily the visual identification of
structural elements which the child must proceed to make before
he can proceed with sounding out the words."
In conclusion Gray feels, ’’-/There root words, prefixes,
siTffixes, or inflectional endings are known to the child, he
tries to determine through visual analysis the parts of the
word that make up pronunciation units."
Gray feels that, "/Then children are taught to look for
"little words" that seldom if ever function as meaning units in
one-syllable words and that seldom form pronunciation units,
they are acquiring habits of word attack which eventually will
be misleading and must be modified.
So Gray suggests that, "Children taught to look for a root
word in a visual form are being taught to search for meaning
unit and when they have established habits of looking for
syllables they have established habits of looking for pronun-
ciation units ,
”
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Harris^ on the other hand feels, ’’that children should be
encouraged to look for small words within words, in such long
words as overcome, notwithstanding etc.”
Bond^ also says, ”The use of the smaller word within the
larger word is a word recognition technique that is commonly
used by able readers. However, it is not in and of itself
enough. It cannot be depended upon at all times to be an
j
effective means of recognition. In the case of compound words,
it is always effective.”
Bond too agrees with Gray and feels that, ’’Too much de-
pendence upon searching within a word for smaller known words
in order to recognize the larger word may get the person into
rather serious difficulty. In the case of somie words it is far
more helpful not to attempt to break them. Finding the wrong
small word within a word may result in marked confusion.”
”One advantage in using this technique is that it is an
excellent one for recognizing words that are onl^^ vaguely
familiar or that are new words to the child. Finding a smaller
word or words with a larger one often times gives the child the
clue that enables him to figure out the unknown word. Definite
ly this technique should be taught.”
1. Harris, Arthur J. How to Increase Reading Ability
.
Longmans
Green & Co., Inc., New York, 1945 P. 260.
2. Bond, Guy L. and Fva. Teaching the Child to Head
,
MacMlllian Co., 1945, P. 154.

10
Berry^ states in the Forty-Eighth Yearbook, Part II,
"Certain characteristics in the structure of a word aid in
identifying it. The skills Involved in recognizing a word
with or without the endings s, ing, ed, er, est, ly, en, ful,
ment, ness, and the like; noting prefixes such as re, un, in,
and im;: recognizing compound words as composed of two familiar
ones; and dividing longer words into syllables, can all be :
classified under structural analysis. This term would also
^
cover the identification of roots of words in later elementary
j
grades or high school. Analysis of word structure has the i
advantage that it encourages children to recognize relatively
large pronunciation units in words. Identif^rlng in gardener
the v/ord garden and the ending er is a quick approach to its
pronunciation. Working out a new word by structural analysis
is desirable when the word lends itself to such analysis and
when the reader lias the requisite skills.
V/ord building exercises in which the children name as
many words as possible derived from a given stem are helpful
in moderation for pupils in the upper grades. It is probable,
however, that greater word power will be developed if, instead
of systematically teaching long lists of roots, prefixes and
suffixes, the teacher will provide for more informal comparison
1 Berry, Althea, Development of Reading Vocabulary and Word
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of those words in each selection having common characteristics.
In such a program pupils will Inevitably note many times the
commonest prefixes, suffixes, and base words appearing in their
reading. This program will have the added advantage of pro-
moting a more flexible attack on new words,"
Durrell^ reports from his experience that, "Instruction
in analysis should be continued in the intermediate grades.
Children should be taught to recognize similarities and
differences in word parts,"
p
Again Durrell says, "Word analysis is an aggregate of
transfer skills to be applied in reading as the need arises,
I!
Moreover, there are graded steps in acquisition of several ij
skills, and certain levels of proficiency should be attained in
ll
different grades as the child progresses in his reading ability
i;
and finds new needs for analysis,
I
It is with the findings and opinions of these authorities
ii
in mind that these exercises were developed to acquire the
skill of quick recognition of prefixes, suffixes, word parts
and compound words,
1, Durrell, Donald D,, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities ,
> World Book Co,, New York, 1940, P, 202,
2. Ibid P.-200
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Plans of Workbook on Word Analysis
This writer has endeavored to develop exercises In this
workbook for visual and auditory training, to strengthen the
ability of the children, in grade four, to identify and attack
new words on the Durre 11 -Sullivan prescribed reading list for
grade four.
In developing these exercises it has been assumed that
these phonetic skills and understandings have been developed
in the previous grades.
1, Recognition of consonant sounds.
2, Recognition of consonant blends.
5. Recognition of frequent phonetic elements.
4, Recognition of vowels, long and short sounds.
5, Recognition of vowel combinations.
6, Recognition of rhyming words.
An Inventory Test similar to this may be given to see if
the children have mastered the above.
I. Dictate these words or simillar ones to note sounds they
hear incorrectly.
Stand next spank limp
desk plug wish shock
fox which prop trench
think gong blend stump
brush flash thrust crack
plant vest whip print
\
_
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fond chick soft help
belt crust tramp drank
drug (store) swam sprung lunch
with strong flesh clock
II. Dictate these ten or similar v/ords in this manner, ’’Write
the first sound that you hear in ;^in. "
1. First in thin. 11. First two in twist.
2. Last two in shelf. 12. Last two in kept.
3. Fir st two in snow. 13. First in slip.
4. Last two in lump. 14. First two in grab.
5, First three in square 15. First three in squeal
6. Last •tv/o in went
,
16. Last in bath.
7. First in when. 17. First two in brother.
8. First two in flap. 18. First three in throw.
9 ^ Last two in left. 19. Fir st in what
.
10. Fir* st three in slash 20. Last two in sunk.
III. Write ”dra as in drag", to check to see if child recog-
nizes blends and vowel sounds.
1. dr a (g) 11. atch as1 in (catch)
2. stri (P) 12. ung as in (sung)
3. twe ( Ive ) 13. end as in (bend)
4. sera (P) 14. ift as in (lift
)
5. slu ( ah) 15. ock as in(lock)
6. qui (ck) 16. itch as! in (pitch)
7. fla it) 17. ush as in (hush)





19. unk as in trunk
20. aft as in raft
.
Have child repeat words to teacher.
1. cheap 11. claim
2. wore 12. white
3. strike 13. weave
4. blaze 14. throne
5. soak 15. mule
6. quite 16. roast
7. shave 17. bathe
8. v;reath 18. squeeze
9. rush 19. fumes
10. pure 20. broke
The plan on Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 were followed and the
exercises were built to help the1 child develop power in recog-
nizing prefixes
,
suffixes, v;ord forms and at the same time to
bring meaning to the words.
To develop the pow’er and skills necessary for recognition
it was necessary to build exercises that provided for indi-
vidual differences. The exercises for:
a. auditory discrimination
b. visual discrimination, with specific directions
by teacher
c. written work and checks to see if children can
apply principles taught and are for the brighter




The exercises for pupil helpers and individual exercises were
planned for the slower and less mature pupils who must examine
words in greater detail, and have more practice and help than
is necessai*y for the average child.
While the directions are simply worded the pupils should
be introduced to every type of exercise of similar character
which shoiild be worked out at the board before the children
begin independent work. This is also true of the review
exercises which are at the end of each unit.
As there were not enough words on the Durrell-Sullivan,
Boston University Reading Clinic Grade Pour Word List for the
drill and practice necessary to develop power and skill in
recognition of prefixes and suffixes, the words \jsed in Unit
One Prefixes and those in Unit Two Suffixes had to be derived
from words on the list. Before grouping, classifying and using
the words in the exercises they were checked in the Webster’s
Collegiate Dictionary, and in Thorndike's Centxrcy Dictionary
for correctness and meaning.
The words in Unit III Word Forms
a, compoimd
b, smaller words in larger words
were taken directly from the list.
It is hoped that this thesis will provide mastery and
growth in auditory and visual analysis at this level, as well
as to all abilities at previous levels.
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Plan for Developing Exercises for Recognition of Prefixes
Words to be unaided, unclaimed, uncollected, uncomfortable.
Used uncooked, undelivered, under served, uneaten,
unexciting, unfastened, unflavored, unfur-
nished, unharmed, unhealthy, uninjured,
unlabled, unllned, unprepared, unsafe, unsteady
untr immed
reappear, rebound, rebuild, recharge, reclaim,
recite, recollect, recomfort, recount, recover,
recook, recross, redeliver, rediscovered,
refashion, regain, relnspect, relive, remake,
repair, reread, reseal, review, revisit, re-
work, rev;rite
encage, encamp, encircle, enclose, endanger,
enemy, enrich, entertain, entire, envelope
disable, disband, discharge, disclaim, discover
discourage, discord, disfavor, disgrace, dis-
honest, disjoint, dislike, disloyal, disobey,
disobedient, dissatisfaction
misconduct, misdoubt, misspell, mistaken,
misuse, example, excited, prebake
,
precook,
prefix, preform, prepaid, pretend
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1, Recognition of Prefix by hearing words.
2. Recognition of prefix in a sentence.
3, Adding prefix to v/ord. Pronouncing it.
4. Recognition of prefix in reviev/, along with
development of meaning.
1. Matching of words and meanings.
2. Recognition of root word.
3. Recognition of prefix.
4. Adding prefix to correct words.
5. Recognition of v/ord and its meaning.
Written 1, Choosing correct words to make meaning of
ViTork sentence clear,
2,
Adding prefix to words, writing meaning,
3,
Pilling in blanks in sentences to complete
sentences,
4,
Matching of words and meanings,
SoCrossing out Incorrect word in a sentence,
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1, Matching of words that are pronounced.
2, Underlining of prefix they hear.
3. Finding of root word.
4. Matching words with meanings.
5. Listening to hear prefixes.
1. Flower Game - Adding words to prefix.
2. Matching prefixes, root words and meanings.
3. V/hee 1 G^ne - Recognizing word and matching
of meaning.
4. Wordo
5. Matching of Words and meanings
Reviev/ 1, Matching of words and meanings.
2, Adding prefixes to correct words.
3, Adding prefixes to correct words in
se ntences.









Plan for Developing Exercises for Recognition of Suffixes.
Words to Change y to 1 and add es, er , ed to: berry, bury,
be used
butterfly, caddy, city, community, daisy, dirty,
dolly, dusty, fairy, fancy, fluffy, funny, gypsy,
healthy, lady, merry, penny, pony, puppy, pussy,
shy, spy, shady, strawberry, try.
Add er, est, ly, full, ness: ache, bake, bitter,
care, clever, close, cold, correct, damp, direct,
disgrace, dull, dwell, entire, false, fast, firm,
flat, glee, good, grace, grind, hand, harm, heat,
honest. Important, kind, like, neat, nice, peace,
play, quick, quiet, rapid, rude, safe, sharp, shy,
sincere, slov/, smooth, sweet, thank, tender, use,
usual, youth.
Add s, es, Ing, ed: accept, aid, arrest, arrive,
awake, ball, bait, bat, bleat, blind, block, bomb,
box, branch, bubble, bush, cage, camp, celebrate,
claim, close, cloud, cook, curl, decorate, dis-
cover, dish, drift, doubt, eat, erase, escape,
:
eyelash, favor, figure, fish, frov/n, glass, grab,
greet, grow, hand, harm, hate, hide, inspect,
inviting, keep, leak, like, line, manufacture, '
mention, milk, operate, peep, perform, pinch, plov/.
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spell. stone, take, visit. yarn.
Add able: accept, account. break. claim. comfort
,
control, deliver, eat, excite, fade, fashion,
favor, like, peace, play, pronounce, shrink,
take, tax, valuable.
1, Listening to endings (consonant before ”y"
change "y" to "i" before adding suffix. )
2, Recognition of a suffix, listening to v/ord.
3, Recognition of word with a suffix in a
sentence
.
1. Adding suffixes to words.
2. Recognition of suffixes
3. Using of word with a suffix in a sentence.
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Choosing of correct word to make meaning
clear
.
Matching of words and meanings.
Adding correct suffix to words.
Using words in sentences of own.
Work for
Pairs
1, Matching of words and suffix (card game)
2, Wordo
3, Matching of words and meanings





1. ]\Iatchlng game -• words, suffix, meaning.






1. Discr imlnation exercise
2. Using words in sentences
3, Match exercises
12
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Plan for Developing Exercises for Recognition of Two Known
Words within a Compound V/ord,
j
Words to airport, airship, angleworms, anyway, barefooted, I
be Used barnyard, baseball, basketball, bathrobe, bath-
room, bathtub, beanbag, became, bedroom, bedtime,
below, besides, birdhouse, blackberry, blackbird,
blacksmith, bluebells, bluebird, blue jay, bobcat,
bobwhite, bookcase, bookkeeper, boyhood, broad-
cast, buttercup, butterfly, buttonholes, candle-
stick, cardboard, catbird, classroom, clothespins,
cowbox, cowcatcher, cowslip, daylight, downtown,
dreamland, dressmaker, driveway, evergreen, ever
7
sharp, everyday, eyebrow, eyeglasses, eyelash,
eyelid, fairground, fingernails, firecracker,
fireman, fireplace, flashlight, flowerpot, foot-
ball, forehead, forenoon, godmother, goldenrod,
goldfish, grandchild, grandma, grandpa, grandson,
grapefruit, greenhouse, haircut, hairpin, haystack
hedgehog, herself, himself, homework, hopscotch,
horseback, horseshoe, hummingbird. Icebox, iceman,
indoors, inkv/ell, mailman, maybe, necktie, newsboy,
nightlme, oatmeal, outfit, overalls, overcoat, I
overshoes, paintbox, playground, playhouse, play- I
room, pocketbook, rainbow, raincoat, raindrop, 1
redheaded, sailboat, schoolhouse, seashore, seesaw,
1^
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f> Table III (Continued)
slingshot, snov/hall, snov/blrd, snov;f lakes, snow-
shoes, snowstorm, soriiewhere, steamboat, straw-
berries, suitcase, sunlight, sunrise, tablecloth,
toothbrush, underneath, uptown, wallpaper, whoever,
windmill, woodwork.
Auditory 1, Hearing two words.
Work 2. Saying two v/ords and combining them to make
a compound word.
3. Underlining and saying words they hear In a
compound word.
4, Telling words they hear In compound words.
5. Telling first word they 'fea.r In compound word.
Telling second word they hear In compound word,
At the same time teach meanings of words.
6. Review Exercises
Visual 1, Finding of two small words In one.
Discrimina- 2, Using of words In sentences.
tion. 3, Discrimination of words.
Specific 4, Making of new words using one word recognized
Direction In a compound word.
by the 5, Ivlatchlng of meanings and words.
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1. Inserting correct small word in blanks to
make meaning of sentence correct.
2. Matching words and meaning.
3. Matching words with pictures.
4. Finding compound words in sentences
5. Making of compound words by matching parts.
1. Finding of small words in compound words.
2. Illustrating with pictures to show they
knov/ meanings.
3. Listening to hear small words in compound
words
.
4. Matching of meanings and v/crds.
5. Matching game with cards.
6. Making compound words.
1, Finding small words in compound words.
Illustrate to show they knov/ meaning.
2, Matching words and pictures.
3, Recognition of Compound Words
4, Making Compound Words
5, Matching Games
6, Matching of words with meanings
( fc/'uniwiioO) III eltfcx
rtl b'lor IIsr;Q ^os'^'ioo -rrld-'iaani .1
.rfooi'Too eoncstnaa lo nnlrissn. siirscti
.-^nInB9Ri I'-'rB abiovr *Y;irIo^r': .2
.Qe'i'r-jcic!,i:oi7r sd'iow
eeonbj'fiGE r.I sg’^ow i-nncfiwco ^r.. Ui-c*.
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.af 'iow caiwo<5inco nl eb^CDV.' IXb.; a .1
vadd" v;o i' 3 Oit rit/”/ '.'.lo
.8 Jufi3 :ra weed
I^iBOCaioo nx anios? l inns 'la jri o^V sr.ine^ciJ .o
.
efc'iow
.sf.'^riT/ tni aval r sen Ic .^
.2£i-ir.o d^iv,' 3f:i::.'o<')B'i .2
. 31 renv; fxi ;;oqnso o '3Jri I- ^b . d
.ebiow bnL'’^<lfi7O0 ni B-brfow Xlccric aifiibnl'i .X
.^n Inc GW v/ofi/< vrcu'ia Ou ed’s'i^swXXl
.
Borc'-^ oXq fcnfi ab'iov: 7y:lr^OJ^il^l .2
sXi'icV. i'ruJoqwoO “Xo no-i :tXnr,co0H
3.')‘ioVi £)fixJGqmoO i.yiX>fsK
soms^ ^y:slrio^BU .2
B .^n-LaLs-Gt: djiv.' sfcic^T lo 3
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Table IV
Plan for Developing Exercises for Recognition of a Smaller
Known '//ord in a Larger Word.
V/ords to
be Used
acorn, always, apartment, arrest, band, beach,
beast, beggar, bill, bleat, blown, bold, bran,
brink, cage, cheat, claim, clever, cloak, clover,
contest, croak, deliver, discover, disgrace, elbow,
England, escape, fear, feat, fender, friend, fuse,
gate, year, grace, grant, grill, hand, handy, harm,
hart, hate, heat, howl, human, important, iodine,
lawn, lend, maiden, mat, mate, mattress, manners,
manual, mention, metal, mill, molasses, Monday,
mustache, mi;^tard, near, neat, neatness, needle,
nineteen, ninety, nothing, notion, operate, packet,
pant, partner, passenger, patern, pencil, peninsula]
penmanship, pennant, pill, pillar, pilot, pink,
pottery, preach, preacher, racer, rear, recover,
repair, report, rink, robber, rubbers, saddle,
sailor, sash, Satiirday, scab, scar, scarlet, scat,
scout, separate, shear, shout, shrill, shrub, sill,
sin, sincerely, singe, skate, slate, slice, slink,
slit, smash, smear, smother, sour, spear, spice,
spill, splash, spread, sprained, stable, stage,
staid, stall, standard, starch, stopper, stout;
strand, surround, task, throat, trash, treat, twice












1 . Listening for little words.
2, Matching riBanlngs with words they hear,
1 , Following directions to locate words.
2, Locating small words that they hear and
see in larger v/ords.
3, Matching words with correct meanings.
1. Underlining of small words that match
another word.
2. Seeing and hearing a small word in a
larger v/ord,
3. Using of v/ords in sentences,
4. Matching word with correct meaning.
Work for
Pairs
1. Listening to hear a small word in a
larger word,
2, Q;uick flash device for seeing small word
in a larger one.
3, Using words in sentences.







Recognizing small words in larger word.
Using another word that has the same
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UNIT I Development of Prefixes
un, re, en, dis, mis, ex, pre
a. Auditory
b. Oral Direction - Silent Work
c. Silent Work







Auditory work to develop rapid identification of Prefix ”Un"
Direction: Have list of words on "board. Add to these







Have v/ritten on blackboard
1,
"The Lost and Pound department had many packages that
were not claimed."
Have the pupils read the sentence, then change not claimed to
unclaimed. Stress the fact that the prefix un means not .
Write the following sentences on the board: Have the children
read the sentence and tell the meaning of the word underlined,
1, The praise he received for doing the work v/as undeserved .
2, They hired the unfurnished apartment.
3, Because of the storm, our ashes were uncollected
.
4, Our arithmetic paper is unllned .
5, She failed the test because her lesson was unprepared
.
•‘nlT’' lo no; I 'c<in^ qoLe^reh od- >'’-“£cw '’:"o:tI
''jjA
OBO'iri otf no bL-xov.
*>0 ita-tT ovb-'
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".beiTTicIo oon eT^sv;
o^ ban! Bio ^cn ovn^nr ^r^{i ,oonn;Jfi?'a arid- bee *1 olin^^-io ovbH
.Ion oncer.: no xllo^xq eril iBril lor.l eril oconlC. .ba'nlfllonu•
—
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Oral Direction - Silent Work.




Draw a line under the root word in each
Oral Direction - Written Work.
1
!
Underline the prefix un. Then match the word with its
meaning. Draw a line from the word to the meaning. The first
one is done for you.
uncooked uneasy - not comfortable
uncomfortable not carried nor given out
1
undelivered not cooked, raw state
uneaten without help
j
unexciting not marked I






unlabeled not exciting j
Written Work
Here is a list of words. Write the prefix beside it. Tell
the meaning. The first one! is done for you.
1
*OC
•iO\Y In 9118 - no I loonier IbtO t-




doBO :il I)-low loun oil noooL* oall b ’.vanJ
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Word Prefix Meaning of word











Choose the correct word to make the sentence read correctly.
1. He the hook on the door so fastened
we could iopen it. unfastened
2. To sneeze without covering your mouth healthy
is • unhealthy




4. The fireman the man from the aided
house. unaided
5. Our paper is every morning. delivered
undelivered
6. Most of the Antarctic Continent is dis covered
undiscovered
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7. The food on the table was
wasted.
8. It was an ^football game
because our team v/as winning,
9. A head cold is very
.










One child given list of words to read to his partner.
Use all the words developed in Groups I and II,
First child reads word from list to other child.
Second child tells prefix he hears. Then root word he hears.
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Provide another child with this list of words and directions
for first child.
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Give child an envelope containing slips. Prefix on one,
root word on another, meaning on a third.
Have child match them,
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If you can add (which means not ) to any of these words,
place them under this circle to make a flower. Say the word
to yourself. Think of the meaning.
IjG^oq no nor' :tj 'rv; ?ni v^’IIcl orfu 'pniniBofioo aqoli'^'ro onO
.p.fc'iso O' '>n.o
ft 8 d' no iboibiB
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Auditory Practice
The prefix r^ means again as you can see by these sentences
I will visit the zoo tomorrow.
I will revisit the zoo next week.
Put the prefix re_ in front of these words and pronounce.
seal visit ^count
build make write
Now use each word in a sentence.






Cross out the prefix r^ that means again.
Pronounce the root word.
Auditory Practice
Teacher : Prefix r^ means again.




^collect comf cr t charge
rebuild - means to build again
recross - means to the street
» i
©oxitoc'^'^ Tj'iod’lbijA
,ceofi5ono© acodd’ \;cf 99s nso uoz ni:33i3 aaBorn xxIot:*^ an’i
.v/o'i'icrno-i oos ©rfo d-Iaiv IXJlt I
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.©orjjorio^q Jxts sb-iovr acor^^ Tio nx odi
dru/oo uXs-' V X sea -•-
ej'Xniw 83 f 3' Mirjcf
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recollect - means to
recharge - means to
recount - means to
Continue this procedure with all words on above list,
Oral Direction: Written Yfork




Draw a circle around the prefix re
Write the prefix re in front of each word. Pronounce 1
word.
^appear make ins pect
^charge deliver dlalm
work read ^comfort
^live seal ^c over







Oral Direction - ''^'^/ritten Work
I will use a word in a sentence you check tlie meaning,
to spring back
to build again
to bring back to good condition
to count again
deliver a second time
make anew
1. V/e were not at home so the boy had to redeliver the
groceries.
2. After the fire the people had to rebuild their house.
3. The city is reclaiming the land for an airport,
4. The alderman asked for a recount of votes.
5. .You hit the ball on the rebound in handball,
6. My mother will remake my dress so that it will fit better.
Vilhitten Work
Read each sentence. Draw a ring around the v/ord on the right
which completes each sentence. 'vVhite the word on the line.
1, The covers on our book are dirty so we must cover
recover
2. I shall your v/ork., You correct it inspect i
then I shall reinspect
noid'i'f.’t - noj^ooiIQ IxsiO
,^nlciBeci aid- 5^0 ado uo'- eoradnac 3 :i b^iow p asr; riivr T
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3, The boy had to his snowman.
4.
V/hen the sun melted it he had to
it.
the new story to the class.
Tomorrow I.!ary will
5, The veterans are to
home s
.








_to our room every mornirg. delivered
redelivered
7. If you are to your health you
must obey doctors’ orders.
8. The hunters lost the trail they were
following but they soon it.
9. The for milk is thirty cents
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The prefix re_ means again.
You write a story. If you rev/rlte a story, you v/rlte it













Use one of these words in a sentence.
1, If you blot your paper you will have to
2, I would like to the zoo again,
5. I opened the letter so I shall have to
_
4, You did not read well so you must




the war torn countries.
Work for Pairs - Prefix
On each line write the word to which the prefix ^ was added
to make a new word. The first one is done for you.
Practice saying these words to your partner.
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1. Give list of definitions to one child,
2. Give list of words to the other child.
3. Second child reads word. First child finds meaning on his














deliver a second time
to count a second time
to make over anew





to welcome someone again
read again
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Individual Vn'ork
Larpe circle with a movable arrow in center.
Words printed on circle as in illustration.
Child spins arrow, then looks in envelope for the definition
that goes with the word. Write both on lines below.
Each one correct gives him five points.
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Individual Work - Prefix
Find the correct meaning for each v/ord. Place the meaning





Meanings to be cut up to match with words above.
a second to charge to build
count again again














Choose the correct word to complete each sentence,
1. A rubber ball will





3, The covers on our books are dirty so we will cover
them, recover




your work the minute you inspect
reinspect
6, He had to the broken toys, make
remake
7, I made a mistake so the teacher asked me
to the sentence.
read
8. -I will the letter for you, write
rewr,lte
9, Tomorrow we will the zoo again. visit
revisit
10, I shall have to open the letter, then I




































Prefix ^ means in or into, sometimes make.
Oral Practice






Say the word aloud. Underline the prefix. Say the prefix
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Oral Direction - Silent work. Prefix ^ means into or in,
sometimes make. Add ^ to these words to make a new word.
Tell the meaning of each word,
cage ^camp close danger rich








Silent Directions - Written work
Match the word with its meaning.
enr Ichy^ to shut in
enclose n. to put into a cage
endanger \ to make camp
encage to bring into danger
e nc amp N:o mal<E richer
Written Work
Cross out the incorredt word in each sentence,
1, They must (cage -encage ) the wild animals in the zoo,
2, "^The hoy scouts will (camp-encamp ) near the river,
3.. Thin ice may (Idanger -endange^ your life if you skate on it,
4.. "Rotted leaves will (r ich-enr ich) the soil,
5, ’We will (close -enclose ) stamps with the order.
'xo oitni snjsoi? rro .-l^iovr ir.oLlZ - Ib'xO
.fc'XDR '.vsr: ? c:rG(« nw c'.' or/ Sl£ .o'-^ur soiftl jCfiice
.
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Auditory Work for Prefix Pis
Prefix dla changes the meaning of the original word. Have
this list of words on hoard.
cover means to shelter, shield. hide, not been
^claim to ask for, to obtain, to demand
like to care for, to wish for. to enjoy
grace good will, favor
favor support, act of kindness
loyal faithful
band to tie together, to unite in company
honest sincere, fair in thought iand action
^obedient willing to mind
^courage spirit, daring
^satisfaction satisfied, contentment
Explain and discuss meaning of each word with child,
Add dls to each word.
Now tell me the meaning of the word.
Remember dls makes a word mean just the opposite.
Oral Direction - Vi^ltten Work
Add the prefix dls to these v;ords. First one is done for you
cover charge claim loyal
discover
close obedient satisfaction obey
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like band courage able
favor honest grace cord
Use the right word In these sentences,
1, ’Then you move the teacher says, ”1 will give you your
card.*’
2, When you play the wrong notes in your piano piece the
teacher says, "That was a
.
3, Cur leader told us our club must because we
did not have enough money.
4, If you do not obey your mother, people will say, "There
is a boy. ”
5, V/hen you salute the flag, you promise not to be
to your country.
V/ritten V/ork
Match the meaning with the correct word.
discovers.,^ unfaithful
dishonest to take apart
dislike ^ to find for first time, uncover
disloyal not to mind, misbehave
disobedient not fair, not sincere
j
disjoint not to care for
to unite in company '
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Helper: I am froing to read i








L list of v/ords to you when you















Helper: Choose the correct word for these sentences.
1. The company will give you a (discount -count ) if you pay
cash for the coal.
2, It is (honest-dishonest) to take anything that is not yours^
5. The butcher will ( joint -dls joint ) the chicken for cooking.
4, The boy (llked-disliked ) the cold v/eather because he could
skate on the pond.
5. A (disobedient -obedient ) child must be punished.
Here is a list of words.
In the envelope you will find the meanings. Match the













Meanings to be cut up and put In envelope for matching,
to see for the first time
not satisfied
unfair in thought and action
not to your liking
disfavor, in shame
unfaithful












ij Prefix \m means not.
I
Prefix re means back to original form.
Prefix ^ means into.
Prefix mis means wrong or bad
In each of the blocks connect each prefix with the correct
! base to make a word.
write un rich
re ^^tr immed re spell
en ''cage mis seal
mis conduct en comfortable
en successful re issued
mis visit en gain
re understand mis danger
un close un taken
Review "Exercises
Add the prefixes ‘’un - en - re - pre - mis" to the v/ords in
these sentences where they are needed,
1, I had to seal the letter v/ith paste.
II
I
2, The bundle was sent paid.
' 3, The ivy will twine itself around the tree.
^4.' I have a roll of developed film in my camera.
|j
5. conduct is not allowed in school*
!
6, ‘ ^circle the prefix of this word.
3r:d- no
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V; I would like to visit the zoo soon.
8. I must not ^spell one word to receive 100.
9. Over ripe fruit is eatable,
10. Vre is a fix and means before.
Reviev/ game for pairs
Set of cards are to be made by Teacher, 2^’ x 3’*. On each
is to be written a word to which a prefix can be added.
Twelve cards are made for center.
Prefixes are to be printed on these.
One set of prefixes taught for each child.
Directions :
Place one set of prefix cards in center facing each child.
Deal six cards to each child from word pack. If the first
child to play has a word that can be matched with any prefix
he pronounces it and places it under correct prefix. If he
can not pronounce it, the other child may place it under his




Words that are similar in appearance are typed in a row
across a sheet of paper. The rows are labeled with letters,








2. misunderstand 3. misdoubt 4, mistaken
2, unsteady 3, uninjured 4, unharmed
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The teacher has a list of the words; the children have pre-
pared slips of paper. The children write the nijinber of the
word in each line as the teacher pronounces it. For example,
the teacher says, "Line A. misunderstand**, the child writes
(2)
. The teacher says "Line B, uninjured", the child writes
(3)
.
C.- 1. prebake 2.
D. 1. discover 2,
E. 1. rediscover 2.
P. 1. uncollected 2.
G. 1. enrich 2.














Recognition Drill - Oral - Written Response
Prepare large flash cards each containing a word to be taughi
,
Prepare and duplicate lines of words similar to those to be
taught
•
Show the large flash card. Teacher says, "This word is
The Group pronounces the word. Teacher repeats the word, then
turns down the card. Each child finds the v/ord on the first
line of his paper, and draws a ring aroujid it. Other words
presented in the same manner. Have children excliange papers
and check incorrect answers as flash card is shown again.
Be sure the flash card is turned down before child looks for
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rebuild re change recomfort relive rebuild
enclose ent ire enclose endanger enrich
dislike disloyal dislike discharge disgrace
prepaid precook prepare prepa id pretend
misspell misuse mistaken misunderstand misspell
unaided unaided uncooked unsteady uneaten
misunderstand misconduct misunderstand mlsuseage mistaken
disloyal dislike disgrace disloyal dishonest
encage enemy encage envelope enrich
Review game for four or five to play.
"Pishing for V/ords." "Dls"
’<Yord cards are made on #ilch are printed words taught in
previous exercises. Bach card is fastened to a steel pin. The
child is given a small magnet fastened to a string. The child
fishes out a word. If he can pronounce the word and give tlie
meaning he may keep the fish. A record may be kept from day to
day.
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Auditory Practice : Review Exercise
To develop rapid recognition of the prefixes.
un - ^ " pre - dls - mis - ^ - pro - ^
Direction to Teacher: Point to a word on the list. "As I







a thing can be broken.
V/hat does unbreakable mean?
Charge means: to put a price on something.
V/hat does recharge mean?
Spell means: to write or say the letters of a word correctly,
V/hat does misspell mean?
Selfish means: caring too much for one 's self.
What does unselfish mean?
Correct means: tru, right.
Wliat does Incorrect mean?
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1, ^frite the correct word on each dotted line,
2, Draw a line under the correct meaning.
likes dislikes
Jane green because she
thinks it’^ such a pretty color.
There is one shade of green that
looks dirty. She that.
Dislike means r
have a feeling against
to be pleased with
build rebuild
The boys tried to a
snow house. But every time
they dug out the Inside the
roof caved in. So they had
to it.
Rebuild me ans ;
to make something
to make something again.
obedient disobedient steady unsteady
An child is A baby is on his fee t
always well liked, while when he first starts to v/alk.
a child is not. But he soon becomes very
on them.
Disobedient means Unsteady means
falling to obey orders shaky, liable to change
obeys orders firmly fixed
.no
,
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Review Exercises for Prefixes un- en - re - dis. Oral cr
Written
Read the prefixes above.
Pronounce the word. Which of the prefixes would you add to
make meaning correct. Continue with other words,
1. cooked raw state



















to bring into danger
to make over
to put in a cage
collect again
unfaithful
very unfair in thought and action.
Review Exercise
dis means the opposite of the original word
en means into
re means back to the original form
un means not
D Iz^O - 3^1 - ne -ruL' ae::! soeloiex* vrolvsH
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below connect each prefix with
first one is done for you.
cage re eaten
en ^^cover un grace
re healthy dis build
un write en close 1
un gain en obedie nt
re grace re harmed
en camp dis danger
dis excit ir^ un count
G3
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UNIT II Development of Suffixes
ed, es, er, est, ly, ful,
ness, able, Ing
a. Auditory Exercises
b. Oral Direction - Silent Work
c. Silent Work
d. Work for Pairs
e. Individual Work
r3 o:'J lljiC lo IT
,







Auditory V/ork for changing ’’y” "1” and adding es, er , ed.
V/hen a word ends in "y” you want to make a new v/ord,
must change the ”y" ”i” before you add the endings es
,
er, ed.
Say the word berry. What last letter do you hear? What do
you do before you add es? Proceed in same manner with each














Use the same procedure to add ier to words,
1, dusty 4, healthy
2, fluffy 5, merry
3, funny 6, fancy
Oral Directions - ’^Tritten Work for changing "y" "to. ’'1” and
adding e^,
Teacher; ’.Vhen a word ends in ''y” with the ’’y” preceded by
a consonant, you must change the ”y" before adding
Add e_^ to these words. The first one is done for you.
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Have the following words on board,











Vi/hitten Work for changing '*y” to 'H” and adding es .
Look at these words. Underline the part of the word in each






















Put the correct word in each blank space,




2, There are many near our own . city
cities
3, The dog his bone in the yard. bury
bur ie s
4, 1/Vhen the baby plays on the floor he dirty
his hands. dirties
5, to do your best. try
tries
Work for Pairs for changing ^’y" to "i” and adding e£, ed
.
Helper: Remember when a word ends in '*y'', preceded by a
consonant, you must change the ’V’ to *'l" before adding er ,
or ed .
' I v/ill show you a card and tell you what to add to the base
word. You spell the word correctly to me.
Give the Helper a pack of cards with words on one side and
directions on the other.
Words Directions
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Remember when a word ends in ”y”j preceded by a consonant,




Prepare a set of cards with the following words on them,
healthy berry butterfly community gypsy
merrier caddy fancy dirty steady
Instruct the child to cut the 'V” off of each card and add,
ier, ies or led which are to be printed on other cards of
corresponding size.
After words have been matched correctly, choose the correct
word to make these sentences read correctly.
1, What kind of did you pick?
2, The at the golf club worked all day.
3, The baby her new dress,
4, The were flying from one flower to another
5, You will be if you drink milk every day.
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Listen to this list of words. VThlch sound in each word is the
same ?
planter locker quieter damper colder
Yes, the suffix
Use the same procedure v/ith the following lists of words,
coldest dampest kindest quickest sharpest
shyly usually cleverly directly falsely
peaceful useful youthful thankful disgraceful
likeness kindness shyness tenderness bitterness
Oral Direction - ''ft’itten \7ork for er
,
est.





Use the right v/ord In these sentences
safe - safer
1. You are playing on the sidev/alk than on the street.
You are playing in youjc’ yard.
slower - slowest
2. The you work the longer it takes.
Sometimes the ^worker does better work.
damper - dampest
3. Many plants need soil than others.
Cranberries grow in the places.
faster - fastest
4. The second runner in the race was than the third.
The winner was the runner.
closer - closest
5o My father and mother are my relatives.
My sister is a relative than my cousin.
Oral Direction - VJIrltten Work - ful .
Here are two sentences that mean the same thing.
Today the world seems to be at peace.
Today the world seems peaceful.
One of tK© words has been clianged by adding a suffix. Peace
was changed to peaceful by adding ful .
Use the suffix ful in filling the blanks in the following
sentences
.
1, The cat likes to play.
1. The cat JM -
00 r*o
.
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,eo£ec oc o^ saeee frX'X'^w ed X :'’bpT
.Ijulooflec anooB YSi-nT






•jL^ inXbbi? Ir^'looBeq bo-^,r:Br'o ar/vV
ryrlwcllol.adit ri Ei.'nBld edi -.niXIil oX T-'il rJ.'''-:oc e'i^ onj'
,
aeono^noa
• Y^Xq o^t M iteo QiPT . -
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2,
We give thanks for freedom in the United States of America,
2. We are for freedom in the United States of Amorica,
3, Mary takes care of her hooks.
3. Mary is of her books.
4. The boys v/ere filling their hands with sand.
4, The boys had a of sard.
5. If you play in the street it will do you great harm.
5.
It is to play in the street.
Oral Direction - Whitten Work for ’’ly”
Have a list of words on board. Children pronounce the word.
Then have child draw line under base word, V/hat is the ending?
importantly falsely correctly quietly
honestly firmly directly rapidly
cleverly flatly entirely sincerely
Here are two sentences that mean the same thing.
One of the v;ords has been changed by adding a suffix,
1,
An Important little man rushed round giving honors.
1, A little man rushed around important ly.
2. The boy was honest in everything he did.
2. The boy acted in everything he did.
3. The tree was very firm In the earth.
3.
The tree stood in the earth.
I
lo echoic tsJInU «of-o9'i1 'x-^''- sx-n,iriJ ayin
o!v -
^oI'i-r'A io >'-* n-xtse^i r-'’
9'XB 9‘-
.s’^oorr 'let* -0 o'uo zeyp-^i X'^-
-i-:,-: .lo cl V^£V .
.fonac -?^Ir cfvnn^ 'cisriit cvocf orl
.
>.02 lo r b-'1 cxod cr-'T .>
, I£i' Jp !;<• -o iXiv; cri ^er'tctc cl
u .3
.io^'*£lE -ri<l nZ Vi^IC; el o[
.'
«i,rx” 'ivl 3''-£o’. r.r*:ti»rV; -
.tiow srf;; •?onuono-.q ns'ii-'XiriD .fr-f^ocf no r.ov?; '!o ^siX b
ovc-
? 3nIfcno e'XX s.l J>»!u .’'lovf ee*' notnii
er.l.S wnib tXXrio evcri noiiC
yiXJoi'.'p i^Xlo-x'itoo
TXJnelioqaX
;:X&iqa's TcXJoc.'xlD yX-m TrJiasaori
^i9'j.oonXo TXoqi-'ns vXXoXl -X-icveXo
.gnld^ oiiTsa njco**n f seoi.; -cli'ds ov'i o'ta otsxx
.jiflluB 3 z'* be^/ipr;o n O'^d afsri cf-TOC oril Jo enj
.BTbnod ^'njJOT ,^j9r>L'T aeni ©lutJII nA .1
dTxfi^^icK^ni.l A<i£' 0 ‘ia f''t£ie.'-"i ricn .x^vd’lX A .1
.^ib eri. p,fiif{^',:'iov9 ni ilcanod rc 7.' T,;ocf
.bib eri :^^irtivn0vo ai boioe odT
.rfi'iJBs edit ai m^d'i ^tev sew oeii odT .3
.dd'iBd odo n.'. E/Cuuc odT .
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4. John’s drawing was very clever,
4, John’s drawing was done,
5, The children were quiet going down stairs.
5. The children went down the stairs very
,
7/ritten V/ork for er
,
e st .
Cross out the word that does not belong,
kind
1. The boy is the kinder boy I know.
kindest
nice
2. It has been a nicer day today.
nicest
quick
3. An airplane is the quicker way in which to travel.
quickest
sweet
4. Sugar will make your orange taste sweeter,
sweetest
cold
5. The month of February is usually colder than March.
coldest
^^v.^-reXo S£v; :-in.Lvreif:i s’nr'~-
ccw -or-l^rn'''' R’fiffoT, . i'
awol rviio^ ^olup o'tev: nc'iMi.i^o act::
• e'llsos an j nv/cr jf;ev7 r.e'il-l-l-’ 'o ari'^* .c
.^r 'ic'^ :>/'ToW ne<^oJ'/v;
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6, In. the morning the grass is damper from the dew.
dam-pest
sharp
7, Mother’s meat knife is the sharper.
sharpest










Say each word below to yourself. Draw a box around the base







































Remember that a suffix is added to the end of a word to
change its meaning or to make a new word.
Here are some root words. Add as many of the above auffixe















j^gc tjrf_ ^ ^/ie
Co " ‘iCw ii *10 .'a':3 odrf od” tBtLB c.l xi'ilfc o drtdcf rrodL<‘=xTfa5T
,^':'t r: won it e:4BF. cd ‘ic ‘'nln^ei; cdi ertn^idc
; 0X^'i‘ixs evo^ ,-3 ‘^•r 7.o ’Tncrr. cfi Cfcj\ .®b'iow -too^ or-’cc 3-i? G'ioH
.ft/'o r/cv ?r- -’'*to'' >»
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Auditory Work for suffix 3, ©s.
’Write on the blackboard the word pilasses and glass. Ask,
which word means one glass? Which v;ord means more than one?




Which word means one?
Which word means more than one? Sometimes words add ^ when
they mean more than one. Here are a few words that do,
bushes boxes pinches
polishes branches bubbles
Underline the part of the word that makes It mean more
than one. Does this part of a word or suffix have a sound of
Its own? 'Nhat Is It?
Does the suffix on these words have the same sound. Say
the suffix on each of these words as you underline them,
lines shades stones
yarns / greets hands
Add s or es to each of the following words. Say the word
first then add s or es,
hate polish Inspect curl
branch greet bubble
Oral Directions, ^-Vrltten Work
Write on the blackboard a sentence,
I use a pen when I write a letter, John uses a pen too.
After pupils have read the sentences, point to the word uses
.
What ending Is added to the word?
zlQit-
.QO xl'^Tr s 'lo'l r'^rortlfbu/’
.aRPl-^. fcno ^io'.v arlJ oTfiorfr'oelcf erii ao oil'll
^
ioi'o s'ion cncpr- ft'ioRr fio-lrfV^ . seal '3 ^r-o cnacr’ ferrow rioldvr
?eno anfl ar' f. iott !io/.rTT r^oolo , a: '00X0 aLrfr •.: see^"!:^ rfp jiooJI
aonv,' so bf-B eb'ic • R-jn’ijfaroS t>no ncfid* rr'om i:nB''T fo^row
,nt sr:'‘:u '7 v.u-i b e^iB s^re:! .eno ne.:' r'lor ncem xrifii
£ SLP- or: Irf n eerie rrc^
BeX'-.-rn eoilon'* •^' oerioiloc
©':o'' iice.-n J-I 0 .':'bl: 5 *13 \r oi'l Sw'-iiltebnU
xo bojL'Oe B cvtc iL:'''_^a 10 L's w u ‘io uiou eJ: ’0 aenCi . ^no ncric)-
? i’i e‘ d'Briift' ;*nwo aij'I
.fr-' oe rsnee or^-' cvBfi 0“"^ 'V; eceri no rixli/E eriet ceoG
.nex-Xf er.ll'itibttiJ ucr^ sjq e*>" ..' 'eor^:^ lo fierce no xX'i'irra
eonoits a'^bBiie aerj:!
2Cfo '\
Jb/rov: e/i ':e€. .sbic'.' ;;'.n J vtoIIoTl 'i.; rioae na vio c brA
.30 10 3. Lbn nor; t ^






.ooreiciee b b'xn.ocfjioeld’ arii an eii'i?i''
.nci neq b ceeju nricT, '.'leiiel b ei/'iv; I r.'r'.w noq b bbu I
. a 52 :/ L*!©’.; erii oi inloq .aconeinee erii be on: evari eii.^pxq 'xei'iA
?bTOw 9£ij ni bef L>n el ^yilJbne ieriW
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Explain that we say I use
,
but we say John uses or he uses .
Continue using the following words:
spell start point take
visit close erase awake
Use each word above in a sentence, orally.
Choose the correct word in these sentences.
1, The boy close the chest of toys when he is through playing,
closes
2, Mother take the baby to the store
takes
3, I visit my dentist every six months.
visits
4, I erases the blackboard every day.
erase
5, The baby awakes every morning at six o’clock,
awake
Written Work
In this list of words draw a ring around each suffix. VJhite














Match the word with the meaning. The first one is done for you
1. hands sharp ends
2. polish ^ the end parts of the arms
3. points to make smooth and shiny
4. closes look at carefully
5. Inspects shuts
Choose the right v;ord to make the meaning clear.
1, The dentist the children’s teeth every Inspect
year, inspects
2. The of the scissors are very sharp.
3. The hoy cut his right








Helper is given a list of words with directions;
I will read a word to you. You tell me what suffix has been






bubbles pinches br anches
points visits closes
erases awakes takes








Prepare a Word Wheel for suffix ’’s" using the following words,
start
.
spell close erase take
visit awake cur 1 hand greet
csnxl cebBxie cbnBfi
8 j-901,-^ aenode
3 ez'od EorieiXoq a orieud -
c orf on£ id ccjiloniq GoXadud
30SOXO CoXpiV
'.51
se:JjE5^ ECOiPV.'C at Re 1-3




XQC fi? ^ X >*'*' da ad
n IP*,; rfe *13 oaoda
onil oXedr. i ncd
dinVi In^'biv; n
iiio\7 sai TroIXol odd -V!lau ” 3 ” xll'iue 101 XecdW IioW jc o^jaqeaS
esfiiG oLoXo XXaqa disdc
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'.Vhen the child has learned to pronounce the words on the
Word ’Wheel, he may pronounce the words by himself.
Prepare another Word Wheel for words to which "es” is added.
Use the following words.
bush polish box pinch branch












arid no abno\r er'd’ eom/ononq od' boniEeJT eed tlido ed^
,'lEeemiri ^(f etrLo's^ edf oonx/ono'iq eri ^loerWf bioW
,£)9^ti3 si **eo’' rlolrft? et-iow Xo3riW b-ioW *X0rf;^v'ne e-iaqeT^
’**











Auditory Discrimination for Suffixes e^, ies , ln£, ed .
Listen to this list of words. Which sound in each word is
t he s ame ?
likes hides points keeps reads
Teacher: "Yes, the suffix "s" has been added to each word."
Listen to this list of words. Which sound in each word is the
same ?
peeping harming inviting keeping leaking
Yes, the suffix "ing" has been added to each v;ord.
Use the same procedure with the following lists.
glasses pinches figures dishes eyelashes
buries dirties strawberries fairies tries
manufactured lined plowed arrested blocked
Auditory Work for Suffixes ing .
Say these words.
1. like, liked, liking. Which part of each wcrd is different?
2. race, raced, racing. Tell me the part that is different in
each word.
3. shade, shaded, shading. Which part is different?
4. arrest, arrested, arresting. Wliich part is different?
5. bait, baited baiting. V/hich part is different?
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Cross out the two incorrect words to make the sentence read
correctly,
shade
The hoy shading his eyes with his hand,
shaded
bait
2, The boy put the baiting on his hook,
baited
arrested
3, The man was arrest for speeding,
arresting
raced




The girls like ice cream,
liking
Oral Directions. ^Yritten V/ork
'//hen we add the suffix "ing” to make a new word, we sometimes
have to change a letter. If you add the suffix "ing” to a v/ord
ending in ’’e”, you have to drop the ’’e ” before adding ’’Ing”,



















































Add in/? to each of these words.
doubt camp drift







Add e^ to each of these words.
curl harm
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Prepare a card for each child with following words on it.
Leave a space under each word for child to put root word.




Prepare individual set of cards for each shild with root
word of above words on them. Instruct children to match root
word with word on card. First one through wins.
Individual Work
Endings added to words are called suffixes.
Here are a few suffixes you have learned in column I. Add










'^- lic •nnli-'ollo'l ll:}l\‘r LII^'o
:' 03 b'ip.o c c‘i2qf)'ri
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There are nine suffixes in these sentences. Draw a circle
around each one.
1, Bob hurries home from school,
2, Jane likes to leave early so that she does not have to start
running,
3, The boy was taking his dog for a walk,
4, The children walked quickly down the street.
5, The dog dirties the rug v/ith his hairs.
olo-xio .3 ."oonednec osajid r.I cokI'^'uj?. onir. o'tp on-erfT
• GH.^ liOG© tnUO'IB
.-^ooiior iur'ii erton cet'r^iui^ do^ ..I
od oT/id uor. ©eol) oc •'•I^rso ev.'ol o^ onaXi .i
.’iniftnu‘1
.''iGVi e nor ej-i c/>tw ^od ^ .g
‘li'v r.v»35 ’^I-.'.oir;p bcr'lGK nc*t'Xl:;o
.
;•
.e^'-Jcrf cl;f 4i:^*v atiJ ep'd'rlh 3o^ adT .6
I
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Auditory Work for sui’f ix able
Listen to the suffix that has been added to these words.
List words on board as the words are said:
acceptable comfortable eatable
breakable claimable favorable





Oral Direction - Vilhitten Work
The suffix able changes the 'Verb or noun" to a descriptive
word. Use each of these words to describe a noun.
a comfortable a favorable
a breakable an eatable
a fashionable a pronounceable
a peaceable a shrinkable
Written Work
Underline the suffix in each word. Match each word with the
correct meaning.
peace able^ helping, to ones advantage
favorable :eeping peace
being worth something
having a right to
acceptable
claimable
.efc'ior; er,ory oj noi^d ss**: rJ; .-'ii's erf*'" o:f ciQ^eLT
: &Jt P B 6 'XP -it) 'ir ¥.* 3 c ^ d :..
o










yioW neud’ioff - noid’oeiXQ XniO
3vI^qIioE3b c od- *'nuon io dicv*’’ eXo's xXllut! ©rfT
.ni'-'^n n odlioeob od ntiow esa^d *^0 riocp e?" .bio'^
^









add ridi’*' dca© riodoll ,L^r>v rioa© nX xXl'lus ecA oniliobnU
.x^'nosfli dooiioo
ergodnovdo aeno od ^f\r.lcLori ^ eXcfg oc o eg
ooroq ©Xdoiovfil
X rid ©.‘'Jio 2 ridio»7 -yiXori eXriBdqeooo
od d^’^XT^ s 3/:Xvjari elcferXoXo
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Choose the right word to make the meaning of each sentence
c le ar
,
1, It is for women to have short hair, fashion
fashionable




3. Do not the dog in hot weather excite
excitable
4, The warm fire makes you feel comfort
after a cold day out-of-doors. comfortable
Work for Fairs.
Give each child a list of words. Reader ask the other child
to raise his hand when he hears a word with the suffix able .
List 1. accept, breakable, taxable, fashion, fade, eatable,
acceptable, control, peaceable, tax.
List 2. value, accountable, comfort, pronounceable, accept,
shrinkable, play, excitable, peaceable.
Give each child another card with the following words.
Add the ending able to these words and write the new word,
accept account comfort
excite peace claim
oono^tnoa rio£9 lo -^i infiaD: erfj eiCcn ticvr jrfvlT: -'rfit «"!Oorf0
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Provide the child with three envelopes. One containing base
words, the second containing suffixes, able
,
the third con-
taining the word ineanlng.
Instruct the child to match the words and meaning after
adding suffix able to the words. Set a time limit for
Individual cases.
Words to be in envelope:
peace, favor, accept, like, comfort, fashion, eat.
Meaning to be in envelope:







at ease, free from pain or hardship
following the fashion, stylish
fit to be eaten
jI'ioV* I.otrblvifjfil ,
OEBCf 3r-xnl(?ifioo 9::0 .loqolevna ©e^xrid- ri^Xvr tllr.o edd- ©Mvo'X^
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UNIT III - Word Forms
7 Groups
Part 1, Exercises for Compound Words
a. Auditory
b. Oral Direction - Silent Work
c. Silent Work




Auditory Work - Group 1
Teacher: When reading you will find words that are made by
putting together two words. They are called Compound V/ords .
You will often recognize a long word by seeing and hearing the
two main parts.
Directions: Draw a line under the first word you see and hear
in airport
.
Teacher points to first word. What is the second
word? Underline it. What is the word? Use it in a sentence.
Continue this procedure with other words.






hlmse If maybe underneath
Oral Direction - Silent Work
Directions: In each of the words below there are two small
words. Vi/hlte the two little words beside the big one on the
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Use these small v/ords:
self light sides came port every
1
day way under be air
to fill in the blanks in the f ollcwing sentences,
1. The children visited the ^port to watch the
ships land,
2, The best time to visit tlie air is in day
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3, ’Vhen you are flying in an plane, everything low
you looks small,
4, The run looks like a huge drive ,
5, The plane taxis in on the ways,
6, The wheels are neath the plane.
7, I would like to visit the port day.
Work for Pairs.
Here are two lists of words. Time one another to see v;ho can
underline tv/o words in each word the quickest,











Some v/ords are two words that have "been put together
,
to
make one word. See if you can find two little v;ords in each










Auditory - Group 2
Teacher: Look at this group of compound v/ords. Underline
quickly the first word you see and hear in number 1, Underline
the second word you hear in number 2, Pronounce the word,
(Continue these directions for the following v/ords.)
1, bluebells 7, flowerpot
2, buttercup 8. greenhouse
3, goldenrod 9. birdhouse
4, evergreen 10. sunrise
5, skylark 11. snowbird
6, blackbird 12. bobv/hite
Use each word in a sentence.
Oral Direction - ’At? it ten 7/ork
Draw a line under the word in the compound word which is like
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Erav/ a circle around each small word you see in these v/ords.
Match it with the correct meaning at the right. The first one
is done for you*
^^r^^ot^y a small bird that sings sweetly
wallpaper \ a long loose garment v/orn to and from the
bath
a room in which to sleep
^a cloth to cover a table
a machine wo’iked by the wind
a chattering bird with a blue back
a hole or a slit through which a button
is passed
blue jay the part of t he day from surjrise to noon
buttonholes a small fish of golden color
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forenoon a stiff material made of paper, used for boxes
goldfish wooden parts inside of a house
grandchild a paper for covering walls
Work for pairs
Give each child a prepared list of v/ords. Directions at top
of each list,
"'AThen I say a word you tell me the first small word you hear.
Use tlie word in a sentence.
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Here is a list of v/ords. Draw a circle around each small
word you see in the compound word.
In the block underneath each word draw a picture of the wcrd.
windmill goldenrod blackbird
bedroom birdhouse greenhouse





Auditory Work - Group 3
As I say a word tell me quickly one small word you heard.
Tell me another.














Oral Direction - Written Work
Each child Is given a paper similar to this. Teacher gives
direction for each word. Children write the answers.
1, fireplace f Ireenglne 2. birdhouse
3, basketball 4. bookcase
5, clothespin 6, windmill
7, sailboat 8. schoolhouse
9. flashlight 10. toothbrush
11, strawberries 12. /overshoe
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Teacher: Underline the first small word in fireplace. Make
another compound word using fire. Do orally with class.
Answers could be, (firewood, firecracker, fireengine).
Directions for teacher:
2, Second word in birdhouse (firehouse, doghouse)
3, Second word in basketball (baseball, football)
4, First word in bookcase - (bookmark, bookshelf)
5, Second word in clothespin (hairpin, safetypin)
6, First word in windmill (windbreaker
,
windshield)
7, Second word in sailboat (rowboat, motorboat)
8, First word in schoolhouse (schoolteacher, schoolroom)
Written V/ork
Put the correct word on each line below.
1, A game played with a bat, bases and ball is called
2, A place built of stones or bricks to hold a fire is a
3, A house built for a bird to live in is a
4, A large stack of hay out of doors is a
5, A case with shelves for holding books is a
6, A small brush used for cleaning your teeth is a
7, A flat case in which suits can be packed is a
8, A shoe worn by a horse is a
,
9, Pins used to hold clothes on a line are
10,
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A list of words. (Teacher may have them on board or listed
on paper for child. ) One child wl 11 read the meaning of each






1. A large pile of hay outdoors is called a
2, A woman’s small bag for money is a
3. A piece of furniture with shelves for holding books is
called a .
4. A plank resting on a support near its middle so the ends
can move up and down is called a •
5. A small brush for cleaning teeth is called a
6. A flat bag in which clothes can be packed is called
7.
£L •
A TJ-shaped metal nailed to a horse’s foot for protection
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Auditory Work - Group 4
Listen to the compound words I am going to pronounce. Tell










Oral Directions: Written Work;
Prom this list choose the correct word to match the meaning













I v/ill read a number before each meaning. Put that number
in front of the. word that matches the meaning,
1. very good looking
2, the light of the sun
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3, without shoes or stockings
4. a person not known or named
5, the part of the day from sunrise to noon.
6. coat for protection from the rain
7-, game played with a large ball and a high net
8. a boat moved by steam
9« a ray of sunlight
10. land 'along the sea
11. a game In which ttie players hop over lines
of a figure drawn on the ground
12. a thing to play with
V/rltten Work




bookkeepe; The part of the face above the eyes
hairy arch or ridge over the eye,
one who keeps accounts.
mushroom the owner of land
forehead drops of water from clouds
landlord cells of wax made by bees
raindrops a fungus growth
a place where fairs or festivals are heldjschoolbag
boyhood for an endless time
forever
hairpin
the state of being a boy
a string of jewels, beads or chain worn
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necklace a pin used for fastening hair,
v/hoever a person, no matter who
fairground a bag used to carry things to school
V7ork for pairs
Teacher prepares a set of cards 2'' x 3” with one part of a
compound word on each,
1, Children have five cards apiece. Rest are left in a
pile in center of table,
2, Each child matches any cards in his own hand that make
a compound word and lays it on the table.
3, Each child draws a card when it is his turn. He tries
to match it with card in his hand. He then discards
one card. Next player may pick up the discarded card
if it matches some word in his hand.
4, All matched cards are laid face up on table,
5, Child who matches most words wins. Suggested list of
words.
play red humming bee
ground bird bird hive
pussy boy up v/ood
cat hood right chuck
butter barn honey cow
fly yard comb slip
saw bull over mush
mill dog coat room
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cat night play T/ild
bird time house cat
angle black cow butter
worms berrie s slip milk
some where
Individual Work
Find the small v;ord in the c ompound word opposite it.
The first two have been done for you. Make another v;ord
beginning with underlined word.
play playground playmate
.







berries blackberrie s berr ie s
over overcoat over
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Auditory Work - Group 5
Listen to each word as I pronounce It for you. Tell me the








Look at these words. (Teacher ha s them on board)
Draw a line under the first word you see and hear in these i
words belov;. Draw a ring around the second word you hear and








Oral Direction - Silent Work
Choose the correct word from this list to fill in the blanks
below.
play, butter, over, up, cow, saw, pussy, yard, angle, red, boy
might
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Children should try to play in grounds.
Never walk on the street at ^tlrne.
The logs were floated down the river to the mill.
The milk left in the churn when the butter is taken out is
called milk.
During the winter men wear coats.
See the bird in thie pine tree.
The boys used worms when they went fishing.
A slip is a bright yellow flower.
The baby watched the cat.
hood is the best time of your life.
’^Vrltten V/ork
In each sentence is a word which is made of two smaller worda
VA’lte the two smaller words on the line.







The farmer was ready to clean his behive.
The honeycomb from the hive v/as delicious.
The catbird sings songs lite other birds
he hears.
The woodchuck ate the vegetables in the
garden.
The butterfly had beautiful yellow v/ings.





8. Blackberries with cream are delicious
9. The bulldog watches the farm.
10. The ladder was standing upright against
the barn
Work for pairs
Give each child a list of words. First child reads one word at
a time. Second child matches word with word on his list.
Reverse the process. Use each word In a sentence.



















Here la a list of words
them.
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Auditory ’York - Group 6
Listen to these words. Tell me the tv/o words you hear In
each one.
salesman Then tell me what a salesman does.
schoolboy Then tell me what a schoolboy does-
blacksmith Then tell me what a blacksmith does.
fireman Then tell me what a fireman does.
godmother Then tell me what a godmother does.
grandma Then tell me who grandma is.
grandpa Then tell me who grandpa is.
grandson Then tell me who (a grandson is.
newsboy Then tell me what a newsboy does
,
postman Then tell me what a postman does.
cowboy The n tell me what a cowboy does.
dressmaker Then tell me what a dressmaker does.
Icemen Then tell me what an iceman does.
landlord Then tell me what a landlord does.
stepmother Then tell me who a stepmother is.
woodirian The n tell me what a woodman does.
bookkeeper Then tell me what a bookkeeper does.
Icebox What is an icebox?
Oral Directions - \Yrltten Work ''
Underline the first small word you see and hear In these word
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Match the words in the first column with the meaning in the
second. The first one is done for you.
icebox
newsboy
a man who looks after cattle and rides a
horse
a box to keep food cold
a man who cuts down trees
a person whose work is selling
a man who shoes horses
a son of ones son or daughter
a boy who sells papers
a woman who promises to taJce care of a
child when it is baptized.
a man who belongs to a fire company
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Work for Pairs
One child is given a list of small words. The child calls
the words on his list. The other child matches them v/ith the
words on his card.
List: hand, some, red, bare, paint, steam, sun, mail, play,
half, in, who, pan, rain, hop, fore, sea, volley, paste
Card :
footed boat some head shore
shine body ever cake box
coat thing way noon ball
man doors scotch board room
Individual Work
See hov/ quickly you can write these words in front of the
words below. Draw a line to the correct meaning.
paint some sun steam
horse mall bare for
play hop in sea
back
a box hoMing paint
the light of the sun
into a house or building
a person not known nor named
a room in which to play
a game played by hopping over lines
the back of a horseroom
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scotch a room In which to play
footed land along the sea
boat without shoes or stockings
shore one who delivers mail
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Review Zeroise 3 for Compound Words
Auditory
1, What is the first word you hear in toothache?
2, What is the second word you hear in uptown?
3, 'i/hat is the second word you hear in whoever?
4, '/That is the first word you hear in outfit?
5, 7/hat is the second word you hear in oatmeal?
Visual and Auditory
Put the word snow in front of each of tiiese words.
Pronounce each word. Use it in a sentence.
1. ball 2. drop 3, flakes
4. shoes 5. bank 6. drift
7. bound 8. storm 9. bird
Visual







Now underline the other small word.
Auditory 77ork
Teacher has following words on board. Underline the first












Teacher : Use basketball In a sentence. Continue with other
words
.
Oral Directions - Written Work - Forming Compounds
Draw a line between each pair of words that malce a compound
one
.
The first one is done for you.
fire. tie base ball
neck \ boat ink stick
sail \ case candle well
suit \ shot hay ball
sling place foot stack
book case pocket brush
clothes berry over house
flash shoe bird shoe
straw pin basket book
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Written Work
Each Compound word below is made up of two smaller words.











Put the right word on each dotted line below.
1. A room in which to play is called
.
2. A game in which the players hop over lines drawn on the
ground is called
,
3. A person who is very good looking is called
.
4. Land along the sea is called
.
5. A boat run by steam is a
.
6. The part of the day from sunrise to noon is called
7. A stiff material made of sheets of paper pasted together
is called
.
8. A thin, flat cake made of batter and fried in a pan is
called a
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7/rltten Work
Put the missing part in each sentence.
1, Bats and owls fly about in the night .
2, You can cross the ocean in a steam .
3, The doll is some in this room.
4, Children like to pick ^berries.
5, We burn wood in our fire .
time place where fire black boat
Underline the tvvo part words in each of these sentences.
Write the two words at the end of the sentence.
1, Silkworms are grown in Japan.
2, Redv/ood trees are found in California
3, The races will be held in the fairground.
4, Firecrackers can not be sold in Massachusetts.
5, The dressmaker made a dress for me.
mrl'.-? .V.is .1
cao'TO n^o loT .??
.
'-•c'l cJ;l‘ ffi arr. c si XX o^ OiiT .T-
c-j- o>'.?I iTC';^ XI-JO,
,
oriXX n.^c ;.I
i^ocf ?!’r;''.Ir e*il" oOilXc or:I:t
.
00 r 0 d'. c s f^oco nl Jfir*r
_J I . 6d^ nl I' •'.'i" ’.:I'i
rr;3oJe n rti nc*'CO o?’j
ooroor cr, coo-iT n! Ci.'f vr ,t'tc-q f’ vj* eri : X'xotn"
"i
.
^ or: olr.oo '.>.1:* t,? cXrr'^r' ovri o,./ oi’.'-
^ ^ ,r.
* ^" rl nv''‘"r: ota I.'/'' .X
_ _
Q’:i"5*r* ’ I:**" nj. *'^'’ osc rcJ
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Review 'Exercise











Put the number in front of each meaning in the box under
the words.
1. A room in which to play
2. A game in which the players hop over lines drawn on the
ground.
3. Very good looking.
4. Land along the sea*
5. A boat run by steam .
6. A part of the day from sunrise to noon.
7. A stiff material made of sheets of paper pasted together
8. A thin, flat cake made of batter and fried in a pan.
9. The light of the sun.
10. Without shoes or stockings.
11. A person not known or named.
12. A coat for protection from the rain.
13. A game played with a large ball and a high net.
14 . A ray of sunlight
.
15. A thing to play with.
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16, V/ho, any person that
17, A person whose head is red
18, Any person
19, In any place
20, A man who delivers mail
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UNIT IV - WORD FORMS
Exercises for Small Words in Large 7/ords
a. Auditory
b. Oral Direction - Silent Work
c. Silent Work





A list of words are on the board. Say the little word you
hear and see In the word to v/hich I point. Underline it.






Choose the word that matches the meaning I v/ill read to you,
1, a thin, flat, piece cut from something.
2, a person who preaches
3, used in raising bread
4, to cook by holding near the fire
5, a long loud mournful cry
Oral Direction - ’.'ilhltten Work
Frame the word ov/n in blown ; underline ate in grate ; put a
box around ant in grant ; put a cross on man in manners ; put a
circle around man in manual ; underline oat in moat; frame lass
in molasses; circle no in notion; draw a line under pack in
packet; circle pair in repair; frame ink in rink; underline
stand in standard.
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Underline the word in each line that contains the same small
word you see and hear at the beginning of each line.
1. mat
:
patent satisfaction rate mattress
2. end lend scene bent land
3. law dawn lawn hawk raw
4. day: play ray Monday blue jay
5. ear : leaf meal neat fear
6, ace : bacon grace hack lack
7. man: human dandy mane pain
8, port
:
border important chord court
9. dine : machine pine wine iodine
10. air bait lair gain lain
Work for Pairs
Helper: I will say a word for you. Tell me how many small
words you hear. What are they? I will do the first one for
you.
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G.ive helper same words on flash cards. Use quick flash five
seconds. Have child tell how many small words he saw in
larger word.
Here are groups of words. Draw a circle ai’ound the small
word that is the same in each group. Add one new word to each
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In each row of words below draw a circle around the word
which you hear me say a word in which you see and hear a
smaller word , Be sure you hear the little word.
1. aunt always aviator arrive
2
. cable cafe cage calendar I
3. dish dive drag discover
4. garage gown gang gate
I
5. fright friend feather fancy
6. mane maiden meadow m.erry
7
.
piper pillar pilot plea
8 . escape Eskimo eve evil
9 . needle ne igh nat tonal nerve
10. band bean bade batter
Oral Direction - Vfritten V7ork
a. Find the words containing the little word corn. Mark them
v/ith an !X.
b. Find the words containing the little word car . Dr aw a
circle around car
.
c. Find the word esLT in other words. Draw a box around ear
.
d. Fird the word and in words below. Underline and.
e. Find the words containing the little word eat. Mark them
with check mark.
nl Jb-iov: Qili baiso^^a elonlo b waT:f^ wcIdcI et'fo’v
wo'r rioce al
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Draw a ring around the little v/ord you hear and ;









Choose five words, write them here.
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Here is a list of words. Underline a smaller word in each
big word. Say the smaller word to your helper. Then say the





1. Claim means, the right to demand something.
Use it in a sentence
2. A beast is a wild animal.
Tell your helper the name of a beast.
3. V/rite the number ninety.
White the number nineteen.
4. Report means, to tell about something you have seen, heard
or read about. What report have you given recently?
5. Mention means to, speak about something.
Use it in a sentence.
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Individual Work
Teacher should prepare a set of cards two and one half by
three v/ith one word written on each card.
cheat gear mill human
feat near grill penmanship
neat shear pill woman
heat smear spill mill
stall recover fall manners
swallow discover mustache manual
mustard pencil peninsula pe nnant
To pupil: Arrange the cards so that all the words that 1
the same little word in them are in the same row.
InwMvibrCt
i
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Review ‘Exercise for Finding Small V^ords in a Larger One.
When you find a word you do not know, you should study the
word and :
1,
Look for a little word in the big word.
\^Iha.t little words can you see and hear in these words?




There are little words in some of the big words in these
sentences. Draw a line under any little word you see in a i
bigger word.
1. Suddenly the fat little chipmunk stopped running.
2. Some men had started to chop down the tree which was his
home
.
3. Now the chipmunk must have a new home in which to spend ^
the winter.
4. He started digging a tunnel by a stone wall.
5. At the end of the tunnel he made a bedroom and storerooms.
6. His new home was well hidden.
Review Game for finding small words in large one, "Take All".
The following game may be played by four or five children
with a group leader: print on cards 2^" x 4", thirty or more
words which have words which contain smaller words. In
addition make five or six cards with the phrase, "Take All" on
.
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them. Dealer deals all cards. In turn each child reads one
word and tells smaller word that he sees or hears in it. He
then puts card on top of the pile in the center. When his top
card says '*Take All” he takes all the cards in tlie pile. The
winner is the one who has the most cards when all cards have
been used.
Suggestions for Future Study
I. Work Book to develop the four principles of syllabication
in relation to word analysis activities.
A. Single consonant between two vowels
B. Double consonant between two vowels
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